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Abstract: The aim of the paper is to assess the applicability of a multi-objective biogeo-
graphy-based optimisation algorithm in MEMS synthesis. In order to test the perfor-
mances of the proposed method in this research field, the optimal shape design of an 
electrostatic micromotor, and two different electro-thermo-elastic microactuators are 
considered as the case studies. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 The automated optimal design of devices and components in electricity and magnetism is 
usually performed by means of evolutionary or genetic algorithms [1-3], among which, Non-
Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) is one of the most popular and well-as-
sessed [4]. Recently, optimisation algorithms inspired by a migration paradigm have been 
developed: they might be considered as cooperative algorithms, while the evolutionary and 
genetic ones are rather competitive algorithms. In fact, in cooperative algorithms there is an 
exchange of information between individuals which autonomously evolve. The cooperative 
algorithms based on the migration paradigm mimick an exchange of species between small 
islands [5, 6]. The underlying model is the phenomenon of natural population evolving with-
out exchange with the external environment, such as those that might occur within small 
islands with limited migration. The assumption of small island is important in order to exclude 
surface-related local perturbations, like e.g. climate variations, that might make a subregion 
most preferred to other subregions of the same island. 
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 As far as the design of integrated devices and systems is concerned, the impressive ad-
vance of technology at both the micrometer and nanometer scales requires the development of 
powerful and flexible modelling tools to help the designer [7-9]. For instance, in [10] a topo-
logy optimisation method to design a piezoelectrically-driven microgripper is proposed: four 
design criteria are considered, and the two-dimensional Pareto fronts trading off various pairs 
of criteria are identified by means of a genetic algorithm. A different approach to a similar 
subject was investigated in [11]. In turn, in [12] the design optimisation of an electromagnetic 
valve actuator is proposed, and a suitable combination of three design criteria is exploited. In 
[13] the magnetic field in a permanent-magnet spherical motor at no-load is recovered, after 
inverting the magnetic induction measured along an accessible surface; the final aim is to 
compute the on-load torque by means of the Lorentz’s law. In [14] an automated procedure of 
optimal shape design for MEMS was presented: it exploits finite-element analysis (FEA) for 
simulating the field in the device, and non-dominated genetic algorithm for trading off 
multiple objective functions. 
 The idea of using a multiobjective ranking system in biogeography optimisation was pro-
posed e.g. in [15, 16]; however, the explicit approximation of the Pareto front of non-domi-
nated solutions is not presented. Moreover, the case studies considered are based on analytical 
models, the computation cost of which is low. In contrast, no case study characterized by nu-
merical field models, which are challenging due to their high cost, is presented. 
 In the paper, a modification of a standard Biogeography-Based Optimisation (BBO) algo-
rithm [17] in terms of the non-dominated sorting of habitats is proposed for design problems 
characterized by two conflicting criteria, the computation of which rely on field models. The 
modified algorithm Biogeography-inspired Multi-objective Optimisation (BiMO) was origin-
nally introduced by the authors in [18] with reference to an electrostatic micromotor, which is 
a simple computational benchmark dating back to the origin of MEMS devices (see subse-
quent Section “2D numerical case study: optimal shape design of an electrostatic micro-
motor”). In [18] the authors discussed some technical features of the optimisation method like 
e.g. the effect of an error function driving the convergence, and the choice of the elitism 
operator in order to improve the approximation of the Pareto front. 
 The convergence of the proposed method was further investigated in [19], where the shape 
of the electrostatic micromotor was defined in a parameter-less way by means of the Bézier 
transform. 
 Here, based on the results presented in [18], the suitability of the proposed BiMO algo-
rithm to help MEMS synthesis is investigated considering two case studies, i.e. the optimal 
shape design of two microactuators the operation of which exploits the electro-thermo-elastic 
interaction. In particular, a two-arms microactuator and a three-arms microactuator are con-
sidered, respectively. In the former case, the solution of the forward problem is based on an 
analytical model, while the analysis of the three-arms microactuator is based on a numerical 
field model.  
 The relevant Pareto fronts are explicitly identified for all devices; in particular, the field 
model of the three-arms microactuator implies the solution of a multi-physics analysis 
problem. 
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 A previous version of the proposed BiMO was applied to the shape synthesis of an elec-
trostatic micromotor [18, 19]; in this paper, a wider study on the applicability and suitability of 
the BiMO for solving shape design problems of MEMS is carried out. In the authors opinion, 
in fact, it is useful to investigate new optimisation methods for MEMS synthesis because, as 
the no free lunch theorem states [20], there are general purpose algorithms which perform on 
average well, but dedicated algorithms could perform better on a specific class of problems. 
The purpose of the paper is to investigate if the proposed BiMO exhibits a good performance 
when applied to this class of problems, i.e. the design optimisation of mechatronics devices. 
 The paper is organized as follows: the optimisation algorithm is presented, first; direct and 
inverse problems are defined for the microactuator problem, based on analytical model, and 
for the micromotor and microactuator problems, both based on numerical field models. Fi-
nally, relevant results are presented and discussed and a conclusion is drawn. 
 
 

2. Proposed optimisation method 
 
 Computational biogeography models the process of natural immigration and emigration (or 
extinction) of species between small islands in the search for more friendly habitats, which is 
observed in nature [21]. 
 
2.1. Migration and mutation 
 Each solution considered in a biogeography-inspired optimisation algorithm (BBO) is 
treated as a habitat (design vector) composed of suitability index variables (SIV, design vari-
ables), and each habitat exhibits a quality given by the habitat suitability index (HSI, objective 
function). Remarkably, in contrast to GA-based algorithms, the original population is not dis-
carded after each generation, but it is progressively modified by means of two stochastic ope-
rators, i.e. migration and mutation: migration improves the HSI of poor habitats by sharing 
features from good habitats; in turn, mutation modifies some randomly selected SIV of a few 
habitats in view of a better exploration of the ecosystem (design space). In practice, at each 
generation BBO exploits the HSI of each habitat based on its migration rate, while the emi-
gration rate is set to be complementary to immigration. This way, the HSI of each habitat is 
improved (Fig. 1). 
 In particular, at each iteration, habitats are sorted from the best ones to the worst ones 
according to the relevant value of the generalized fitness value. For each SIV of each habitat  
a random event rj, such that 0 < rj < sup(I,E) with I maximum immigration rate and E maxi-
mum emigration rate, is generated. Then value ri is compared with the corresponding immigra-
tion rate λi of the considered habitat. If rj > λi then immigration occurs: the SIV considered in 
the current ecosystem migrates to the next ecosystem, keeping the same location (Fig. 2a).  
 In contrast, if rj < λi emigration occurs (Fig. 2b): the current SIV in the considered habitat 
(say the i-th habitat) goes extinct and the SIV of another habitat (say the k-th habitat) takes the 
same SIV position in the i-th habitat of the next ecosystem. The k-th habitat is selected de-
pending on the emigration rate and the SIV. 
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Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed BiMO algorithm 

 

 
                                          (a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 2. Schemes of immigration and emigration events 
 
2.2. From single to multiple objective 
 In computational electromagnetics, applications and also modifications of BBO are an 
emerging new field of research: various single-objective problems of optimal design have 
been successfully solved; moreover, attempts to transform BBO in a multi-objective optimi-
sation algorithm have been considered [18, 19, 22-25]. In particular, the concept of predator-
prey has been implemented [25] for hunting the worst individuals per objective function and 
making the surviving individuals spread in the objective space in order to escape from the 
predator. Though being interesting and effective, similar approaches might suffer from some 
limitations, like e.g. the possible loss of some non-dominated solutions (the worst individual 
per objective function might well be the end of the current set of non-dominated solutions), 
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and the lack of an explicit criterion ruling the spread or crowd of the surviving individuals in 
the objective space.  
 As an alternative, it is proposed to modify the definition of HSI by means of a generalized 
fitness, which takes into account simultaneously two or more objective functions by exploiting 
the concept of non-dominated ranking of solutions in the objective space. At the current ite-
ration, habitats are ordered according to two criteria: first, they are subdivided in locally non-
dominated sub-fronts which in turn are ranked from the first to the last. Next, habitats are 
ranked within the sub-front they belong to, taking into account their crowding distance; in 
fact, crowded habitats are less preferred than habitats which are regularly spaced. 
 At the end of a step-by-step procedure, a fitness value is assigned to each habitat; this 
makes it possible to sort the ecosystem from the best habitat to the worst one. 
 
2.3. Elitism operator 
 Elitism is a technique for which the best solutions of the current iteration are passed, 
unchanged, to the next iteration. This is done for preserving the fittest solutions and hence for 
enhancing the exploitation capability of the method. 
 Hereinafter, it is assumed that the term “best” refers to the generalized fitness defined in 
this Section.  
 In [18] three different choices for the elitism operator were tested and applied in the elec-
trostatic micromotor benchmark: two best habitats, a number of habitats equal to half of the 
Pareto front, a number of habitats equal to all solutions in the Pareto front, respectively. The 
recommended choice for a class of MEMS problems was proven to be the preservation of the 
best half of the Pareto front of the current ecosystem, which is then passed to the next one. In 
fact, the elitism exploiting the best half of the Pareto front is convenient to save runtime. 

2.4. Convergence criterion 
 In order to rule the convergence of the proposed method, the following index is considered: 
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where: Np is the number of habitats, Nf is the number of objective functions, Lj is the distance 
between Utopia and Nadir points while fi,j and uj are the current values of the objective func-
tions and the utopia point, respectively. Put simply, index df is related to the mean distance of 
the current habitats to the Utopia point while index mf is calculated at the k-th iteration and 
gives information about how much the mean distance df to Utopia changed at the k-th iteration 
with respect to the previous one. 
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3. Analytical case study: optimal shape design of a two-arms microactuator 

 The laterally-driven polysilicon microactuator considered as a case study is the one studied 
in [26], where an analytical model of displacement and temperature is calculated. The micro-
actuator is composed of two arms exhibiting different length; due to an applied voltage, a cur-
rent flows in the series-connected arms. The current heats the device and because of the dif-
ference in length, the two heated arms elongates differently. 
 
3.1. Direct problem 
 The deflection of the actuator depends on the following geometrical parameters: the length 
of the arms L1 and L2, the length Lg of the gap between long and short arm, the height hh of the 
device and the width d of the arms (see Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig. 3. Two-arms microactuator: the geometry and design variables are represented 

 
 In turn, the maximum temperature depends, from the geometrical viewpoint, on height hh 
and width d. The dependencies on other parameters like e.g. the thermal conductivity are 
shown in [26]. The parameter values used in this paper are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Material properties of the microactuator 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Thickness of conducting layer hc [μm] 0.5 Thermal expansion coefficient α [°C-1] 2.7 10-6 
Thickness of top layer hu [μm] hh-hc Young modulus [Pa] 150 109 
Parameter ξ 1/9 Substrate temperature Ts [°C] 20 
Thermal conductivity k [Wm-1K-1] 41 Electrical resistivity ρ [Ωm] 5 10-4 

 
 The parameter ξ is used to take into account the difference of thermal conductivity and non-
uniform heat generation between the top and the bottom layer [26]. The applied voltage is 5 V. 
 
3.2. Inverse problem 
 The optimisation of the geometry has been performed: the design variables are L1, L2, Lg, 
hh and d. The objective functions are the maximum temperature Tm to be minimized, and the 
displacement U, which is the deflection in the free end of the actuator, to be maximized. 
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 Two different algorithms have been applied: goal attainment method [20] and the proposed 
biogeography-based method. 
 Goal attainment is a well-known deterministic method, which allows to solve a multi-ob-
jective problem by reformulating it in terms of a minimax problem, subject to suitable weights 
expressing the user preferences. The minimax problem is subsequently solved by means of  
a eterministic algorithm, i.e. the sequential quadratic programming [27]. 
 
 

4. 2D numerical case study: optimal shape design 
 of an electrostatic micromotor 

 
 The electrostatic micromotor considered as the first case study exhibits 18 stator electrodes 
and 6 rotor teeth. It had been prototyped with the following data: inner and outer rotor radii 40 
and 60 μm, stator radius 63 μm, angular width of rotor slot 40° (Fig. 4). Accordingly, the 
width of the stator-to-rotor air-gap varies between 3 and 23 μm. The stator electrodes are sup-
plied by a three-phase system of square voltages, equal to 100 V, while the rotor potential is 
floating.  

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. Electrostatic micromotor: geometry (a) and finite-element mesh (b) about 9 000 triangular 
elements and 18 000 degrees of freedom 

 
 It is worth noting that electrostatic micromotors were the first MEMS which had been 
designed and prototyped exploiting Silicon integrated technology. This achievement took 
place at the Berkeley university laboratories first [28, 29], and at the MIT laboratories next 
[30, 31] in the period from late eighties through early nineties of last century. The cultural im-
pact was great, because the miniaturization of a motor – well-known at the macro-scale – was 
implemented as a manufacturable process. However, the technological success of micromotors 
was modest, because static friction soon turned out to be the major obstacle against the rotor 
movement. Nevertheless, from the modeling viewpoint, the rotating micromotor is a good 
example of a simple device exhibiting the main features of MEMS, like e.g. mechanical and 
electrical properties of poly-silicon, size scale of components, and values of field strength. 
Therefore, it could be considered as a kind of computational benchmark useful to assess a nu-
merical method for automated optimal design.  
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4.1. Direct problem 
 The electric field analysis was based on a two-dimensional finite-element (FE) model of 
the micromotor based on the electric scalar potential. The field domain is the air-gap region; to 
account for friction, the side-pull effect has been considered, caused by the radial displace-
ment of the rotor during its motion. Actually, the eccentric motion determines an unbalanced 
electric pull, which appears as a radial force acting in the direction of the shortest air-gap. 
Based on Maxwell’s stress tensor method, the radial force acting on the rotor was computed as 
closed surface of integration embedding the rotor, and n  is the outward normal unit vector; 
specifically, the circle line passing along the air-gap centre was assumed as the integration line 
Γ. Moreover, to simulate the radial displacement, a clearance between rotor and shaft equal to 
1 μm was considered; the direction of displacement was assumed to be fixed and independent 
of ϕ (static eccentricity). In turn, the driving torque Md in no-load condition was computed as 

  ∫ ⋅×==
Γ

ΓdnTrMM POd ),0,0( , (3) 

where: POr  is the position vector of point P on Γ with respect to the rotation axis in O; it is 
assumed that rotor axis and stator axis are coincident. Md as a function of the angular position ϕ of the rotor is based on 120 points located along integration line Γ. The computational 
burden is substantial: for each angle position a new FE analysis is run, the Maxwell’s stress 
tensor is updated and the relevant value of radial motive torque is computed. 
 
4.2. Inverse problem 
 The shape design of the rotor has been considered, taking radius R1 and angles (α, β) as the 
design variables. Significantly, two objective functions can be defined in terms of three-di-
mensional design vector g = (R1, α, β) namely: 
  – the highest value of driving torque on a pole pitch f1(g) at no load under single-phase 

supply; 
– the value of radial force on the rotor f2(g) in the direction of the shortest air-gap. 

 The problem reads: given stator supply and rotor misalignment, find the family of rotor 
geometries g such that f1(g) is maximum and f2(g) is minimum according to the Pareto 
definition of non-dominated solution. So, given a feasible geometry g according to the 
proposed optimisation algorithm, a FE analysis is run and vector objective function f = [f1(g), 
f2(g)] is updated. 
 
 

5. 3D numerical case study: optimal shape design 
 of a three-arms microactuator 

 
 An electro-thermo-elastic microactuator is considered as the second case study, characte-
rized by 3D geometric model and coupled field analysis. The device, shown in Fig. 5, has 
length L in the range of hundreds of microns and width hh in the range of tens of microns. An 
electric voltage is applied between two electrodes A and B; therefore, an electric current I 
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flows in two out of three arms of the device (hot arms), while the third arm is current free 
(cold arm). 
 

 
Fig. 5. Geometry of the microactuator, with the set (L, hh, dw, d) of four design variables  

(electrical and mechanical boundary conditions are also shown)  
 
 The actuator is fixed to a substrate at the three arm ends, while three cylindrical bushings 
act on the cold arm, in order to make it rotate in the xy-plane (Fig. 5). The deformation due to 
the overheating of the hot arms with respect the cold one is responsible for the rotation of the 
actuator. 
 
5.1. Direct problem 
 A 3D finite-element model of the device has been developed; a typical finite-element mesh 
is composed of about 8 000 tetrahedra. The material properties used in the model are listed in 
Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Material properties of the microactuator 

Material property Value Material property Value 

Electric conductivity σ [Sm-1] 5 104 Young modulus [Pa] 210 109 

Thermal conductivity k [Wm-1K-1] 34 Fracture toughness [Pa] 1.44-2.51 109 

Thermal expansion coefficient α [K-1] 2.6 10-6 Poisson coefficient 0.22 

 
 The following multiphysics equations, which are coupled at the right-hand side level, are 
subsequently solved: 
 
 Electric problem 
 The governing equations are 

  0=∇σ⋅∇ V  (4) 

and 

   V∇σ−=σ= EJ , (5) 

subject to boundary conditions 
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   ,elsewhere0,0,const =⋅== JnBA VV  (6) 

where: J is the current density, E the electric field and V the unknown electric voltage. 
 
 Thermal problem 
 The governing equation is 
    EJ ⋅=∇⋅−∇ )( Tk , (7) 

subject to boundary conditions 

   hingestheatandbushingstheat15.293 KT = , (8) 

  elsewhere)()( ext TThTk −=∇⋅− n , (9) 

with: EJ ⋅  the specific power due to the Joule effect, T the unknown temperature and h the 
convection coefficient; the latter has different values on the upper and the lower surface. In 
particular, the value of h is equal to 400 Wm-2K-1 for the upper surface and 2 104 Wm-2K-1 for 
the lower surface. These values are obtained by dividing the thermal conductivity of air 
(0.04 Wm-1K-1) by the distance to the surrounding surfaces for the system. 
 
 Structural problem 
 In order to solve the structural problem, the total strain ε is additively decomposed into its 
elastic eε  and thermal Tε  components 

   .Te εεε +=  (10) 

The thermal component, which reads 

   )( refTTT −α=ε , (11) 

is known after the cascade solution of (4) and (9). 
 This way, the classical continuum-mechanics problem, that incorporates compatibility, 
equilibrium and elastic equations, can be cast; they read 

  ( )TT uuuu ∇∇+∇+∇=
2
1ε , (12) 

  0=⋅∇ S , (13) 

  SC 1−=eε , (14) 

respectively, where u is the unknown displacement subject to 

  ,hingestheat0,bushingstheat0 == uu z  (15) 

while: S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, and C is the elastic constitutive tensor 
[32]. 
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 From the numerical viewpoint, the structural problem (12-15) is solved in the large 
displacement regime using the second Piola-Kirchhoff tensor as the stress measure, then the 
finite-element mesh is updated to simulate the deformed structure. 
 In Fig. 6 a solution of the multiphysics direct problem is shown; in particular, the field 
maps of temperature and stress are shown, respectively. 
 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Temperature (a) and stress (b) field maps 
 
5.2. Inverse problem 
 The problem reads as follows: acting on the following design variables 
  – L length of the actuator, 
  – hh thickness of the actuator, 
  – dw width of the cold arm, 
  – d width of the hot arms, 
two objective functions are defined: 

   maxmin1 VVVV uuf == += , (16) 

    maxmaxminmax2 VVVV TTf == += , (17) 

where: f1 is to be maximized and f2 to be minimized, with Vmin = 1 V, Vmax = 5 V, subject to 
the constraints: 

  K 500 1 < maxT , (18) 

  GPa44.1<S . (19) 

 The meaning of the (19) is that the norm of the stress at the most solicited point of the 
actuator should not exceed the silicon breaking stress. 
 The design variable ranges are L [56 - 300] μm, hh [2 - 5] μm, dw [7 - 30] μm, d [1 - 7] μm, 
respectively. 
 For making the computation work, an automated procedure implementing the flow chart 
shown in Fig. 1 has been realized: it links the proposed algorithm BiMO to a standard code for 
FEA; the procedure was assessed by means of several numerical experiments. 
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6. Two-arms microactuator: optimisation results 
 
 The BiMO algorithm has been applied with the following stopping criterion: the compu-
tation stops when mean mf,mean and maximum mf,max values of mf over the last five iterations 
fulfill the following condition: mf,mean < 1% and mf,max < 2%. 
 The starting points are randomly generated. 
 Goal attainment method has been used with the default settings for the routine goal attain-
ment of MatLab [27]. The point [-10-6,369] is taken as the goal vector, while the weights are 
the absolute value of the two component of the goal vector. 
 The optimisation results are shown in Fig. 7, where also a random sampling of the search 
space is shown (dots). 
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Fig. 7. Optimisation results: star – starting points BiMO, square – arrival points BiMO, circle – starting 

point goal attainment, cross – arrival point goal attainment, dot – random sampling. 
 
 The starting point for the goal attainment algorithm is the star while the arrival point is the 
cross. Goal attainment is able to find a solution belonging to the Pareto front. The run lasted 
75 iterations (533 objective function calls). 
 BiMO algorithm is able to find a good approximation of the whole front. In fact, 13 points 
out of 14 converged to the approximated front. The run lasted 806 iterations (11 284 objective 
function calls). 
 In order to approximate the whole front with the goal attainment algorithm, it would be 
necessary to run many times the algorithm, each time varying its weights.  
 In order to make a comparison between the two algorithms, many runs should be done, and 
mean and standard deviation should be calculated. This is out of the scope of the paper. 
However, it is possible to say that both methods find Pareto-optimal solutions with hundreds 
of objective function calls per individual. 
 Moreover, the computational cost is comparable, if one considers that BiMO takes more 
time but finds 14 solutions, while goal attainment finds out just one solution. The computation 
time could be substantially high when considering numerical models for solving the forward 
problem. 
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 In order to make a comparison between the results found for the two-arms microactuator 
and the three-arms microactuator (Section “Three-arms microactuator: optimisation results”), 
it can be stated that the maximum value of temperatures for the two Pareto fronts are com-
parable. It can be noted from (17) that the objective function f2 is the sum of two temperatures; 
hence, the temperature values in Fig. 9 have to be approximately doubled in order to be com-
pared with results in Fig. 9. 
 Also the displacements found for both devices exhibit the same order of magnitude. 
 
 

7. Micromotor: optimisation results 
 
 Referring to Section “Proposed optimisation method”, for a given choice of emigration and 
immigration rates, the mutation operator randomly modifies a SIV for each habitat depending 
on the mutation probability. The ultimate goal is to keep a good balance between exploration 
of design space (mutation helped) and exploitation of some promising habitats (migration rate 
assisted). In particular, for BiMO method, the mutation probability is set to 0.04, based on  
a heuristic approach. 
 In [19] it was found that for the class of inverse problems for MEMS synthesis, the non-
linearity of the immigration and emigration curves does not affect substantially the solution: 
therefore, a linear model of immigration-emigration curve with E = I = 1 is here considered 
(see Fig. 2). 
 In Fig. 8 the approximated Pareto front found by means of BiMO method is shown; for the 
sake of a comparison, the front obtained by means of NSGA-II is also shown (both methods 
stopped after ng = 5 generations, each based on np = 14 individuals). For each method the 
overall cost is proportional to np×ng calls to the FEA. Each call to FEA lasts about 1-2 minutes 
on a computer equipped with a processor Intel i7, 3.6 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Objective space and non-dominated solutions: cross – NSGA-II results,  

diamond – BiMO multi-objective results 

 
 In Fig. 8 geometry and potential lines of non-dominated solutions A, B and C are also 
shown. 
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 These solutions are characterized by design variable values and objective function values 
shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Results of A, B and C solutions in Fig. 8 

 R1 [μm] α[deg] β[deg] Torque [μN] Radial force [mNm-1] 

Sol. A 18.6 83.4 10.0 0.80 9.30 

Sol. B  39.8 11.6 23.1 1.34 19.4 

Sol. C  41.2 11.6 40.8 1.74 41.1 

 
 

8. Three-arms microactuator: optimisation results 
 
 Considering the good performance of the elitism technique applied in the study of the [18], 
half of the Pareto front is considered for elitism. In fact, using half of the Pareto front for 
elitism is suitable when a time-consuming forward problem (like (4)-(15) is in 3D) has to be 
solved at each iteration.  
 An ecosystem composed of ni = 14 islands is considered; the stopping criterion is based on  
a twofold condition as follows: the optimisation stops when the mean value of mf considering 
the last 5 iterations, mf,mean, is smaller than a prescribed threshold, e.g. 0.01 and the maximum 
value of mf considering the last 5 iterations, mf,max, is smaller than a prescribed threshold, 
e.g. 0.02. 
 The optimisation lasted ng = 35 iterations. At each iteration the Pareto front is calculated 
and archived, considering also the history of the optimisation results: the Pareto front so found 
is shown in Fig. 9. For each method the overall cost is proportional to ni×ng calls to the FEA. 
Each call to FEA lasts, depending on the mesh discretizing the geometry, from 5 through 20 
minutes on a computer equipped with a processor Intel i7, 3.6 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. 
 

 
Fig. 9. Objective space (dot) and non-dominated solutions (circle); A and B points (square) are the ends 

of the approximated Pareto front 
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 The temperature maps of solutions A and B (Fig. 9) are shown in Fig. 10. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 10. Temperature [°C] maps of solutions A (a) and B (b) 
 
 Two solutions, located at the end points of the Pareto front, are considered. Results in 
terms of design variable, objective function and constraint values are shown in Table 4. 
 

Table 4. Results of the two end-points of the Pareto front in Fig. 9 

Design variables 
[μm] A B Objective function/ 

constraint A B 

L 293.75 286.9 f1 [μm] 1.68 2.14 
hh 2.03 4.97 f2 [K] 672.2 746.3 
dw 15.76 29.13 Tmax [K] 375.6 446.6 
d 1.00 1.72 S [GPa] 0.19 0.44 

 
 Taking into account the results in Table 4, it can be stated that, from the designer point of 
view, a long actuator should be preferred. Moreover, considering the bounds of the height hh, 
it can be observed that the value of hh is the smallest one for device A and the highest one for 
device B. A further role is played by the ratio dw to d, which should be high. Therefore, 
according to extra preferences of the device designer, a final choice can be made a posteriori 
among Pareto-optimal solutions. 
 In order to compare this method with a well-known classical method, the goal attainment 
algorithm (the same used for the two-arms microactuator, Section “Two-arms microactuator: 
optimisation results”) has been resorted to. However, after many numerical experiments, it 
was not able to find any non-dominated solution on the Pareto front. This is probably due to 
the lack of differentiability of objective functions (16)-(17), which makes the problem stiff for 
a deterministic method like goal attainment. 
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9. Conclusion 
 
 The proposed method extends a standard bio-geography based optimisation algorithm to 
the multi-objective case by modifying the definition of fitness. The optimal shape designs of  
a two-arms microactuator and of an electrostatic micromotor have been considered as case 
studies for studying the features of the proposed method; in turn, a more realistic application, 
the microactuator, has been optimized exploiting the results obtained with the first case 
studies. To the best knowledge of the authors, in the area of methods for MEMS design 
optimisation, biogeography-inspired optimisation appears to be a new and promising design 
tool. 
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